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The 2nd International Better Learning & Teaching 

Conference 2023 concludes with 11 Key Major 

International Missions.  

 
 

Report, Feb 13th, 2023 

 

Introduction 

Taking a leap ahead in Education, Roar 4 Change has been hosting the flagship 

Conference – “International Better Learning & Teaching Conference.”  The 

second edition of this Conference covered an extensive range of education 

requirements and has participants from leading education institutes from 

Himachal Pradesh, Maharashtra and Punjab. The 2nd International Better 

Learning & Teaching Conference 2023 was held on Feb 10th and Feb 11th, 2023 

in Belapur, Navi Mumbai, India. The conference was attended by 43 

participants from various school Principals and University Professors of Punjab 

and Himachal Pradesh.  

The conference had seven key topics with International Keynote and Guest 

Speakers from Canada, Israel, India, and USA. Followed by the keynote Guest 

speaker, each session there were presentation of technical papers by the 

participants. All 43 participants contributed with technical papers and those 

papers will be published in the publication proceedings soon.  

The 2nd International Better Learning & Teaching Conference 2023 has been 

an output of the effort of three organization: Punjabi Cultural & Welfare 

Association, Jagat Punjabi Sabha and Roar 4 Change.  
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The 2nd International Better Learning & Teaching Conference 2023 was 

sponsored by: 
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The events like this are an output of hard work of all the organizing team 

members. The organizing team members details are acknowledged in the end 

of the report.  
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The event was anchored by Ms. Rajvir Kaur, a research scholar at Guru Nanak 

Dev University Amritsar.  

                     

The event was inaugurated by Smt. Manda Vijay Mhatre, Member of 

Maharashtra Legislative Assembly of Belapur Assembly Constituency. A 

women with a mission to make Belapur a Global City.   
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We also had the co-founders ReImagine Foods Private Limited Mr. Ikchhit 

Chawla and Mr. Neelabh Tiwari who presented on their innovative product 

base derived from Indian Traditional sweets with multiple use cases- MISH. 

The MISH innovative products were also tasted by all the participants.  
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Sessions of the Conference 

The details of the 7 sessions are outlined as below: 

Session 1: Climate Change & Teaching Renewal Practices 

The first session started with the keynote speech from Mr. Baljit Singh, 

Chairman of Roar 4 Change, CEO Ajuba, LLC. Mr. Singh has been fortunate to 

be part of teams that have brought innovation and game changer product & 

services to the market. He has experience in building successful product and 

services companies. Author of the Book, “My Experiments with Innovation,” 

he is a motivational speaker and gives talks on how to cultivate habits and 

change lifestyle to drive innovation. Baljit is currently driving cross border 

partnership between India-Israel-North America. 
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Followed by Mr. Baljit Singh, participants presented their papers. In this 

session, Ms. Amandeep Kaur, Prinicpal of Akal Degree College, Mastuana 

Sahib, Sangrur presented her paper. She has M.Sc. (Botany), M.Ed., Ph.D. 

(Botany), PGDHE. Dr. Kaur has distinct Academic Achievement is Gold medal 

& Merit certificate for securing First Position in the Punjabi University.   

 

 

Followed by participant presentation, a detailed discussion and action plan was 

outlined. Four key action plan were highlighted.  
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Session 2: Promoting and Practicing Gender Equality 

 

                 

The Session 2 was on Promoting & Practicing Gender Equality. The session 

started with the keynote from Dr. Pushpinder Bhatia, Fulbright Nehru Fellow 

and the Principal of Guru Nanak College of Arts, Science & Commerce, 

Mumbai. Dr. Bhatia has completed her post-graduation in Physics and her 

doctoral work was in Magnetic Materials from the University of Mumbai. She 

has completed her postdoctoral work in Biophysics. She has held important 

mailto:info@roar4change.org
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positions, such as Director, Quality Assurance Cell, Nodal Officer of 

Community College, Co-ordinator of the STAR-Program of Dept of 

Biotechnology in her institute. She has authored over 30 Research papers, 02 

books and has one patent to her credit. As a Ph.D. supervisor, she guides 

students in the Materials Research Centre in her college She is a strong 

advocate of developing skill based vocational programs as a part of higher 

education and is passionate about gender empowerment through 

employability. 

 

Dr. Pushpinder Bhatia (left) being honored by Dr. Gurpreet Kaur 

The second guest speaker in this session was Ms. Pooja Arambhan, Co-founder 

of iiV Health Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Ms. Pooja is a Doctorate Scholar who holds a 

BLS/LLB Degrees with Diploma in Cyber laws. She was awarded a Full 

Scholarship completed MBA in Entrepreneurship, Innovation & Strategy from 

Tel Aviv University, Israel. She is a Israel Asia Leader’s Fellow. She is also the 

Bridge to Innovation program of India – Israel Governments that started 6 

pilots in India in Health, Agriculture and Water sectors. In 2014, she was the 

youngest invitee from India at the UN Women’s’ Empowerment Principles 

Summit at the UN HQ in New York. Presently serving in the Mumbai Chapter 

mailto:info@roar4change.org
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of FICCI Flo start up committee and has been elected as Co-chair for the year 

2023-2024. 

Her talk was on how traditionally, women have been relegated to a Home 

Maker’s role at the cost of her individual talents to deliver more outside of 

home activities, be it Art, Music or Business for herself or society at large. 

Women Empowerment is all about helping Women to break this traditional 

bias and mould.  

 

Ms. Pooja Arambhan (in blue) and Dr. Pushpinder Bhatia in the 

center being honored after their keynote speeches. 

Mr. Alfred Arambhan, Chairman of Arambhan Group also give his views on 

Gender Equality and applauded the participation of the Punjab school 

principals and professors.  

mailto:info@roar4change.org
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Mr. Alfred Arambhan being honored by Mr. Nirmal Singh. 

Followed by Mr. Arambhan, the participants presented their technical papers. 
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The session ended with action goal setting of creating a entrepreneurship fund 

for Women and also creating a women advisory team.  

                         
 

 

Session 3: Cultivating Positive & Drug Free Environment for Student 

 

Session 3 was on Cultivating Positive & Drug Free Environment for the 

Students in Schools & Universities. The session keynote speaker was Dr. 

Shivinder Singh Gill Ji who has over 40+ experience in Medical Education and 

Research field with expertise in Hospital Administration, General 

Administration and Education Management. Dr. Gill Key contributions to the 

education and medical field has been immense. He was Vice Chancellor 

(President), Baba Farid University of Health Sciences (BFUHS), Faridkot, 

Punjab, India (State Medical University) – November 4, 2008 – November 4, 

2014 (6 years) where he has Setup University Centre of Excellence in 

Research and also setup the Ph.D. programmes in all Health Sciences 

Specialties. He also setup the Intellectual Property Rights Cell in collaborations 

with Punjab State Council for Science & Technology, Chandigarh. He has over 

80+ publications to his credit.  
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Followed after Dr. Gill, participants presented their papers on the topic of 

Cultivating Positive & Drug Free Environment for Students.  
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The Session 2 of “Cultivating Positive & Drug Free Environment for Students 

concluded with setting up with +Living Centers for villages and schools in 

Punjab.   
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Session 4: Health Practices at Schools & Universities 

 

Session 4 started with the keynote from Mr. Hagay Levy, CEO and Co-Founder 

of Iluria Health from Israel. Hagay is a former C-level executive in various Hi-

Tech companies with over 23 years of business & managerial experience. His 

talk was focus on innovative solution for the Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 

Disorder (ADHD) children.  

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder or ADHD is a cognitive disorder that 

afflicts approximately 2-7% of children globally. ADHD prevalence in India, 

however, is much higher than the global average. As the disorder can affect a 

person’s everyday functioning even until adulthood, children suffering from 

ADHD in India stand the risk of long-term negative outcomes such as lower 

educational and employment attainment. In terms of social impact, a child 

with ADHD can cause a lot of anxiety to the people around him, putting strains 

on parent/sibling-child relationships. 

mailto:info@roar4change.org
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In India, a study entitled Prevalence of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 

in Primary School Children that was conducted in Coimbatore found ADHD 

prevalence in children to be higher than the global estimate, at 11.32%. The 

highest prevalence is found in ages 9 (at 26.4%) and 10 (at 25%). 

 

                       
 

Following the keynote speech from Mr. Levy, the participants presented their 
papers.  
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The session ended with the actions to form +Living Centers with Mental Health 

solutions and Women Education in schools.  
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Chief Guest of Day 1- Mr. G.S. Gill 

The Day 1 ended with the keynote speech from Chief Guest Mr. G.S Gill Ji, 

Director, GRV Real-Infra, ex-Managing Director CIDCO. Mr. Gill has served 

various senior positions in the Government and Private Sector set out to play 

significant role in some of the very large Indian Companies. His work in the 

sectors like Urban Development and Housing, Transport, Medical Education, 

Ports and Mining has given him unique insight into the entire eco-system of 

these and other Sectors. After obtaining his master’s from Punjab University 

he pursued further education in the USA and UK – where he studied various 

nuances of the Public Policy. Mr. Gill provided his views and guidance on the 

SKILL development in India.  
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Day 2, Feb 11th, 2023 
 

Session 5: Tapping Global Resources and Funds for Indian Education Institutions 

 

Day 2 started with the keynote speech from Dr. Santosh K. Kurinec who is a 

Fellow of IEEE and Professor of Electrical & Microelectronic Engineering at 

Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT). Dr. Kurinec gave her talk on how 

Semiconductor Overview and how Indian schools and universities could tap 

Global Resources. Her talk also connected on the women empowerment and 

how her journey resonated from India to USA.  

 

                         
 

Session 5 ended with the action of forming Sister 2 Sister school partnerships 

for Indian schools with schools in USA and Canada. Also drive partnership for 

Indian Universities for R&D. 
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Session 6: New & Innovative Teaching Methodologies and Implementing NEP 2020 

 

The session started with the keynote speech from Mr. Yakir Dahari, Country 

Manager of India, ThriveDX from Israel. Yakir has experience working with 

India prior to ThriveDX. Yakir spent 5.5 years working for the Embassy of 

India in Israel, where he developed business ties between the two countries 

and took part in high-level delegations, including the historic visit of Prime 

Minister Modi to Israel in 2017. Yakir studied Hindi for three years at Tel Aviv 

University, which complimented his B.A in Political Science, East Asia studies 

and MBA with a focus on International Trade and Marketing. With his 

knowledge and experience, he is able to bridge the gap between Indian and 

Israeli businesses and cultures. 

Yakir talked about ThriveDX’s (a Israeli Company) cyber security platform. 

ThriveDX specializes in providing proven innovative methodologies to reskill 

the workforce and upskill the industry in cyber security. We discussed the 

importance of Cyber Security and this could be talked across schools and 

universities.  
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The session was also joined by Puneet Saxena, Head of Investment and 

Business Development, Asia at Prytek. Prytek is an investor in ThriveDX.  
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A token of memento being given by Mrs. Santok Kaur and Mrs. Nirmal Singh 

After the keynote speech, the participants presented the papers.  
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Session ended with the actions in the space to bring innovative SKILL 

development to India.  

 

 

                    
 

 
 

 

Session 7: Promoting Punjabi Language, Culture, Music and Music Instruments  

 

Session 7, started with the keynote speech from Mr. Ajaib Singh Chatha, 

Chairman Jagat Punjabi Sabha from Canada. Jagat Punjabi Sabha has been 

advocate on promoting Punjabi language world-wide.  
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After the keynote speech from Mr. Ajaib Singh Chatha, the participants 

presented their papers.  
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One of the biggest action of 2nd International Better Learning & Teaching 

Conference ended with a mission to form Global Punjabi University in USA. 

We also discussed on how to take Punjabi music and instrument to a global 

platform.   
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Announcement of the 3rd International Better Learning & Teaching Conference 2024 

 

Finally, the date for the 3rd International Better Learning & Teaching 

Conference 2024 was also launched during end of the conference. The date of 

Feb 9th & Feb 10th, 2024, has been finalized for the 3rd International Better 
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Learning & Teaching Conference. Also a target of 100 participants from 

Punjab, Haryana, and Himachal Pradesh has been set for the 3rd conference.  

 

                              
 

 

Chief Guest for the Day 2- Mr. Bakhtawar Singh, Chairman- Care Foundation Emmanuel 

Public School, Pune 

 

The second day of conference ended with the keynote speaker Mr. Bakhtawar 

Singh, Chairman – Care Foundation Emmanuel Public School, Pune, is a 

renowned personality across the country who has been an eminent difference 

maker because of his exceptional humanitarian work and several global 

missions in the areas of education, healthcare and women’s empowerment. 

He is a dynamic leader with over 30 years of experience in pharmaceutical 

industry at various senior management positions, but his most important work 

is when he is serving humanity. In 2007, he started Care Foundation – 

Emmanuel Public School in Pune for the underprivileged children. His passion 

has impacted the underprivileged segment of the Nation’s human resource 

pool which needs most attention today. 
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A documentary on his journey and contributions to the society was showed. 

It has been agreed that Roar 4 Change will nominate Mr. Bakhtawar Singh for 

the Noble Prize this year.  
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2022 Winner Awards from Roar 4 Change: 

Two awards were given on the second day evening. Master Abeer Sharma won 

the first  Sketch Competition and Dr. Sohinder (Bir) Singh won the Shri Shiv 

Kumar Batalvi Ji Award.  

 

 
 

 

Navi Mumbai & Mumbai Darshan 

 
Along with the conference, the organizer also made the learning grander by 

organizing the visits of Navi Mumbai & Mumbai for the participants.  
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With the 2nd International Better Learning & Teaching Conference 2023, Roar 

4 Change with its partners have leaped into larger goals with a mission to 

increase the happiness index in societies that we live with global partnerships.  

 
About Roar 4 Change www.roar4change.org 

Baljit also leads Roar 4 Change: Roar 4 Change is a non-profit organization 

dedicated to bringing change and increasing the Happiness Index by actively 

contributing to the socioeconomic development of all communities worldwide. 

Roar 4 Change focuses on helping the community, environment and providing 

disaster support through its initiatives: Roar 4 Climate, Roar 4 Education, Roar 

4 Happiness, Roar 4 Help, Roar 4 Women Empowerment and Roar 4 Water. 

 

For any further information you may contact Mr. Baljit Singh 
bsingh@roar4change.org 
 

 

-- X -- 
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